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EasySol Pharma is one of the Top point of sale for pharmaceutical companies. Our pos and erp
softwares are very refined, yet particularly flexible, allowing easy developments. EasySol pharma
was initially built as pharmaceutical software and after refining it so many years and support all
types of client entities, now it is extended and serves as POS, ERP software, inventory
management software, Distribution management system, Chemist software, Pharma POS, retail
software. Now helping people in various verticals like pharma distributers, Chemists, C&F agency,
pharma manufacturing companies, retailers, chemist stores, Garment Stores, watches showroom,
departmental stores,  retail stores.

Our company is a software solution provider company providing software solutions and services to
small and medium sized companies for over a decade. Based at New Delhi, India, we have a
premium suite of products for all major industry types and have built a client base that exceeds well
over 3000 satisfied customers. We have pioneered the use of technology to simplify business
processes, resulting in increased efficiency, thereby providing the best solutions to our clients. Our
products combine cutting â€“ edge technology, innovation and highly responsive and dependable
support, making them true value for money.

EasySol as a pharma software is No. 1 pharmaceutical sales force automation (SFA) software in the
market today. It is simple yet easy to use and caters to the needs of pharmaceutical distributors,
wholesellers, C&F, pharma companies, manufacturing units etc.

For Distributers EasySol is an excellent distribution management system that combines the features
of inventory management system. It efficiently manages income and expenses, inventory, pricing
and contracts, plus makes it easy to implement new technology solutions for better customer
service. The biggest advantage of our pharma software is whether youâ€™re starting from scratch or
have an existing system in place, EasySol supplies a step-by-step check list of tasks you need to
complete to get started.

EasySol Pharma is the software solution of choice for some of the leading pharmaceutical
manufacturing companies. Pharmaceutical companies depend upon EasySol Pharma for
Manufacturers to provide complete tracking and online approvals, forward and backward lot
traceability, multi-level yield management, and quality control processing.

EasySol POS provide comprehensive Point of sale solution that is robust and easy to use, can
manage large volumes, and do intelligent price management, increase sales and margins. EasySol
POS synchronizes data between stores and the warehouse. All master creations, purchases,
receiving, bar-coding, transfers, consolidation of sales, generation of pick list and MIS is generated
from this product.

For chemist stores by analyzing stock incoming & outgoing, pos software ascertains adequate
maintenance of inventory to ensure that no product is out of stock. Also for chemists as a chemist
software for having programmed well, it keeps customer transaction time to minimum thus prevent
disappointment & loss of customers. Dealing with suppliers, EasySol maintains multiple transactions
with distributors. It traces credit/debit notes dealing with suppliers as well as check on prices &
scheme availability.

Easysol Provides Chemist POS, Pharma POS, Retail POS, Pharma Distributer Software, Pharma
Retail Software, Pharma Solutions, Distribution Software,Retail Chain Software, Departmental Store
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Mohan Nailwal is having 22 years of experience in It services and his product EasySol pharma is
Indiaâ€™s one of the top pharma a point of sale. For more information please logon a http://easysol.in.
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